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MINISTER FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT � INDIA VISIT 
Statement by Minister for Regional Development 

MR B.J. GRYLLS (Central Wheatbelt � Minister for Regional Development) [12.04 pm]: I wish to inform 
the house that I have recently returned from a visit to India, where I conveyed to industry leaders, government 
officials and bankers this state�s desire to grow the trade relationship with the subcontinent. India is currently 
Western Australia�s fifth largest export market, with the annual value of goods entering India from Australia 
increasing significantly last year to $5.9 billion. India purchases large quantities of gold bullion from Western 
Australia, and cuts and polishes approximately 90 per cent of Argyle diamonds.  

India continues to look to Western Australia, and Australia generally, as a major supplier of its energy needs, 
both in coal and natural gas. It has a growing interest in sourcing Western Australian iron ore from the Pilbara 
and mid-west. India�s Petronet last month became a cornerstone customer for the supply of 1.5 million tonnes of 
liquefied natural gas for 20 years from the Gorgon project, through a purchase agreement with ExxonMobil. This 
was Western Australia�s first long-term supply contract with India.  

During my visit to New Delhi, Mumbai and Agra, I reaffirmed to industry and government officials the 
significance of India as a trading partner and friend. Our common links remain strong, but we want to grow the 
bilateral relationship. I met with major Indian industrial houses who expressed interest in investing in not only 
Western Australia�s resources sector, but also infrastructure and, potentially, housing.  

I will be extending formal invitations to several industrial conglomerates to send delegations to Western 
Australia to gain a better understanding of the investment opportunities that exist here. There are a number of 
Indian organisations already embedded in the Western Australian economy, including Hindalco Industries, 
through the Aditya Birla Group, which operates the Nifty copper mine in the east Pilbara. The group�s managing 
director expressed a desire to invest in further exploration in the region to expand the existing resource base. I 
also met with principals of Perdaman Industries, another example of major Indian investment in Western 
Australia through the proposed coal-to-urea plant in Collie. 

Importantly, I also had the opportunity to promote this state as a safe, world-class education destination for 
Indian students. In 2009, Western Australia�s Indian student enrolment rose to 4 500, making India Western 
Australia�s second largest market for international students, after China. The issue of attacks on Indian students 
in the eastern states was raised as a major issue during my contacts with Indian media representatives, and I was 
pleased to be able to send a clear message that Western Australia�s tertiary education institutions are a safe 
environment for international students. On this issue, I expressed the view, however, that more needs to be done 
by our tertiary institutions in relation to establishing additional on-campus accommodation for not only 
international students, but also students from our own regional areas. 

India now has a population of more than one billion people. Its energy requirements are growing rapidly, as is its 
appetite for commodities and raw materials. There is a will to do more business with Western Australia and I am 
pleased to say that this government will continue to grow the bilateral relationship. 
 


